December 2017
The Newsletter of Weston Model Flying Club

Editorial
It’s been a very long time since the
last newsletter for various reasons.
Many thanks and apologies to those
who have contributed articles, and
hopefully there won’t be such a long
interval in future.
And now it’s almost Christmas, so
may I wish you all a merry Christmas and Happy New Year with
plenty of flying opportunities.
Ian.

Club Matters

Meetings

Membership

Several meetings have had to be
postponed by a week recently, as
changes at the pub have sometimes
led to the hall being unavailable.

Membership for 2018 is now open,
so you can renew now (online using
our new process, see inside). for
2018.

Make sure you check the date on the
website before coming to the
meeting.

In this Issue
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Electrifying the Puppeteer
Panavia Tornado
Quad Racing at WMFC
3D printing
Twiggy’s Corner
GPS tracker
Depron CNC
Senior Moments!

… to all WMFC members, past present and future

www.wmfclub.co.uk
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Facebook Page
The club now has a Facebook page for general
club chat. This has been set up by Jason
Hyland and is currently very active. If you’re
on Facebook do drop in and see what’s going
on. Search on Facebook for ‘Weston Model
Flying Club Chat’, or follow the link from the
club website.

Safety
Our safety record has been quite good recently,
so this is just a reminder not to drop our guard.
There is still the odd plane drifting
towards the pits, and don’t forget to
always use restraints on a powered
model, even electric where
appropriate.
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Speeding in the lane
Once again we have had a
complaint about someone
speeding in the lane. Please
note that the speed limit is
20mph, please observe this all
the way from the road to our site.

Membership

Also be aware that there are often tractors and
other vehicles which do not observe it, so take
extra care when rounding the corners.

This year new Membership Secretary Jason
Hyland has introduced a streamlined
membership process using membermojo.com.

Mowing

The Membership link on the club website takes
you straight to this site where you can sign up.
This is particularly easy for existing members as
your details are remembered and you just have
to confirm they are correct.

After sterling service cutting the grass as
Groundsman for several years, Billy Simey has
decided to take a well-earned rest. The mowing
is now being done by a number of club
members on a rota basis with Brian Youster
coordinating. If you can spare some time to
help, please get in touch with Brian.

From the Pits

If paying by BACS as most people are able to
do these days the whole process is online and
very quick. A welcome improvement!
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AGM Report
The AGM took place on Thursday 9th November at the Ebdon Arms.

2018 Committee
This year saw little change in the committee; Ian Hands had already stood down as vice-chairman, and
Robin Muir takes that role in addition to being President. Jason Hyland replaces Ian Green as
Membership Secretary. The full list is as follows:
Title

Name

Phone

Email

President

Robin Muir

01275 844046 rm.muir@btinternet.com

Chairman

Mike Pope

07980 314343 mikepope@talktalk.net

Vice Chairman

Robin Muir

01275 844046 rm.muir@btinternet.com

Secretary

Dave Tremelling 01275 871868 davidtremelling@btinternet.com

Treasurer

Craig Reynolds 07725 216002 craigywsm@gmail.com

Membership Sec

Jason Hyland

07940 204506 jason.hyland@gmail.com

Safety Officer

Paul Lathall

07977 412815 plathall@hotmail.com

2018 Club Fees
Club fees for 2017 have increased by a modest £5 over last year, and the £50 offer for new and returning
members (i.e. anyone who was not in the club in 2017) will be available for the whole year. Existing
members who join after 1st July will also pay £50. Junior membership (under 18) is free as always.
Membership Type

Club

BMFA

Total

New member 2018 only

£50

£34

£84

Adult member renewal

£87

£34

£121

OAP (65 & over) renewal

£72

£34

£106

Junior (below 18 years)

£0

£17

£17

(NOTE: The BMFA has raised its adult fee to £34 for 2018)

Other Points
The Clubman of the Year award went to Craig Reynolds, who as well as sorting out the mower has been
making bacon baps on Sunday! The Most Improved Flyer award was not awarded this year - presumably
everyone is so good that no improvement is possible…
There were no less than 8 raffle prizes this year, although some were less desirable than others… The main
prize of a Dragonfly amphibious plane went to Mike Pope.

From the Pits
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Electrifying the Puppeteer
When I decided to electrify my Flair Puppeteer I
could not find any suggestions on the Internet, but I
had a few key facts to work with. The model weighed
3.7 kg (about 8 lb), the OS40 FSR was rated at 1 bhp
(so 700 W electric power would be ample) and the
engine, NiCds, and lead ballast I was replacing
weighed just over 1 kg.
The batteries I had available were 4s 3700mAhr and
6s 2900 mAhr; the lower current and smaller size of
the 6s set-up was decisive. I could fit two of the 6S
batteries side-by-side behind the firewall, and with a
chunky motor the balance would be achieved without
ballast.
The Puppeteer is draggy and flies slowly, so I was
looking for a low kV motor, and a prop with a large diameter and a fine pitch. The Turnigy 5045 500kV
selected itself as suitably heavy and cheap. The ground clearance dictated a prop no more than 14 inch
diameter. I bought a selection of props, found the 13x6.5 absorbed 600W on a fresh battery, and have not
yet tried flying with any of the others.

Installation was straightforward – weight not a problem
– except to note that the angled battery plate was
necessary to ensure the battery load was carried on the
firewall and the front undercarriage mounting structure,
not the thin fuselage sheeting. CG with two batteries (or
one plus an equivalent lead/EPP ballast block) is
comfortably between the classic specification for
biplanes, and Flair’s recommendation.
Take-offs have to be very gentle to avoid nosing-over
before the elevator takes control. The model is off the
ground before I reach ¾ throttle, and full throttle is used
only for loops. Landings require power to fly it down as
the glide angle is far too steep. A typical flight uses
about 200 mAhr/minute so I can comfortably fly for 10
minutes on one battery, or over 20 minutes with two connected in parallel.
Peter Dormer
From the Pits
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Plus ça change...

We’ve come a long way in the last 70 or so years in aero
modelling - or have we? Pictures on the left from Aeromodeller
Annuals 1948 and 1949.
And of course some words don’t have quite the same meaning any
more… (Aeromodeller annual 1950, adverts at the back)

Incidentally, if anyone wants to
wallow in nostalgia on the
cheap, these and many other
vintage model publications can
be found freely available online
at rclibrary.co.uk.
Some examples are the much
sought-after Profile
Publications like this one for
the Gloster Gamecock.
There are also Aeromodeller
issues from as far back as 1937.

From the Pits
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Quad Racing
Well it all started from me watching a YouTube
video of a group of guys racing quads through a
french forest, it looked just like the scene in Star
Wars where they’re racing through the
woods on a speeders. That
was it, I was hooked and I
started to investigate what it
was all about.
Then the real fun began, scouring the Internet,
buying parts, and putting it all together and then
understanding how to set it all up and tune it, and no
i don't mean a perfect C chord, yes you need to tune
them to fly in a stable condition.
So what's it all about ??
The concept is that you take a quad copter ( 4 motors
in an X or H configuration ) with a video camera
linked to a video transmitter, the live picture is sent
down to a headset of some form so you can see
where your going.
Then you set up a racecourse and get a few mates
and get them to race with you and the fastest one
wins, or should I say the one still flying wins ....
The bonus is the cost of all this and how well they
bounce, roughly £150 and you’re racing. If you
haven’t seen the durability, it’s something to be
witnessed. We all have several crashes on a Sunday,
and we pick them back up, dust them off and fly
again and again and again; occasionally we break an
unbreakable prop, but at £1 each its not a big deal.
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To control all this you need a Flight Controller, there
are lots of of options here and again a good starter is

Equipment
I have created a thread in the club forum all about
this and linked to EBay for packages that include all
the parts you need.
We're currently flying a clone of the QAV 210, that's
a 210mm diameter from motor to motor. One of the
more popular sizes is a 250 size quad.
Then you need 4 motors and 4 ESC's, these are 4
small brushless motors, something like the 2204 so
that's 22 mm diameter, 4mm high with a speed of
2300kv. The ESC's are anything from 12A to 30A.

the NAZE 32 REV6 but there are lots of options and
new boards coming out every week.

Joining all these wires together can make a real
wiring nightmare so we use a PDB, power
distribution board with a single connection to a
battery.

Then last of all you need a video camera and a video
transmitter. Again lots of options available here but
they’re all analogue and low quality, HD is coming
but it's going to be very expensive.

From the Pits
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Oh and don’t forget the battery; I say battery, well
you’re going to need at least two or more. Something
like a 3S 1300ma will be a good starting point, then
move up to a 4S and make sure you have your
bicycle clips at the ready !! you have been warned !!
Then you have to put it all together ! You had better
not be afraid of soldering and some ability to geek
out with software and tuning the quad; just don't ask
Craig or you will be stuck for hours !!
The flying experience is where the buzz comes into
it, you feel like you’re a fighter pilot in your own
little cockpit with the world racing by, that sense of
speed and the feeling of flying gives such a kick.
Flying through the field, through the gaps in the
hedge is such a great feeling. We also strap Go Pro
or HD video Cameras to the quad and record the
races; Jason Hyland has posted some videos from
the recent races, this gives an amazing quality
footage of the flying and crashing.
BUT ! if you suffer from travel sickness be very
aware this is going to really upset you ! because
you’re sat there stationary and your eyes are seeing

want to watch some of the best pilots fly
professional then search out Rotor Riot
on YouTube.
Come
have
a go

and then
you too can
have a
headset
strapped to
your head looking up to
the sky with the quad going in totally the opposite
direction.
Paul Lathall

the ground going whizzing past, and you will
become very sick very quickly.
Having said that, recently we have found that the
type of goggles you use can help ease or remove
that all together, ask Ian Hands and he will tell
you all about that !
So when are you coming to have a go ??
We have spare headsets, come watch a race or
two and if you fancy a go we can give you a go
on the sticks too, hey what’s the worse that can
happen, you could get addicted like us lot !
There are some links in the club forum to order
the various parts, if you have questions please
ask away, we are still learning too ! If you really
From the Pits
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Quad Racing at WMFC

Above, right and below: A
Quad’s eye view of the race.
Some close action below appears
as a blur as 3 quads jostle at the
pole!
Thanks to Jason Hyland for his
video from which these clips are
taken. You can find his video on
YouTube, by name or via the
link on the club forum.

Right, above: Pilot concentration! Jason and
Charlie head-to-head.

Right, below: They don’t always bounce,
sometimes they splash!
From the Pits
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Oddities
A collection of the slightly more unusual models seen at the field this year:

Gyrocopters - single & twin, met with “mixed success”- Mike’s twin rotor machine actually flew better with
half the blades broken off! Blue Bird is Mike’s refurbished 3-channel oddity with Minnie Mouse at the
controls.

Dave Tremelling’s Piggy Back glider; Canard pusher built by Billy Simey; Jason Hyland’s rather
sinister-looking surveillance drone.

Senior Moments

When you
arrive at the field
with two fuselages
and no wings.

From the Pits

When you spend ten
minutes wondering why the
engine which ran OK last week won’t
run at all… and then realise it may
have something to do with the bit of
paper towel you put in the exhaust
to stop it dripping in the car. Which
is still there…

When there is
another senior moment
you meant to describe…
but you can’t remember
what it is…

…it’s when you
ask half the club to help
find your quadcopter
and then remember
you’d already
found it…
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Christmas Curiosities

From the Pits
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Panavia Tornado

The
Tornado is a
two-seat Multi-Role combat
aircraft produced jointly by the UK,
Germany and Italy. It first flew in 1974 and deliveries to the air forces of these countries and the only
export customer, Saudi Arabia, were made from 1979 to 1998. It is still in service today although in much
reduced numbers.
The Tornado is not an agile fighter, its mission was for
high speed flight at low level, hence the highly swept
The engines are
Turbo Union
RB199, made by
Rolls-Royce,
MTU and Fiat.
In early
development, a
Vulcan was
modified to carry an entire Tornado fuselage side
with RB199 as a flying test-bed. One of my earliest
memories working at Rolls-Royce in 1974 was seeing
the Vulcan flying over in the evening dusk with the
RB199 on full reheat with the flame lighting up the
whole plane.

A fully loaded Tornado takes off
wing for low drag. When swept forward for takeoff and landing, the wing has high lift slats and flaps
and the engines, unusually for a such an aircraft,
have thrust reversers to further reduce the landing
run.

Although in air displays it cannot match the likes of
the Eurofighter Typhoon, SU27 etc in
manoeuvrability, its ‘party piece’ of sweeping back
the wings and beating up the runway at very low level and very high speed, is just as impressive.
Tornados, nicknamed
‘Tonka’ in the RAF, have
seen active service in both
Iraq wars, in Kosova and
Afghanistan. It is possibly
the most versatile aircraft in
RAF service, being able to
carry most of the airlaunched weapons used by
the NATO countries.

The Luftwaffe delight in painting their Tornados in striking colour schemes

Although the Tornado was
designed for ground attack, there was an ADV (Air Defence Variant) version produced for the RAF only as
a high-altitude interceptor. This has now been superceded by the Typhoon. IDS (interdictor/strike) variants
are to be replaced by the F35, although some aircraft with upgraded systems and airframes are projected to
remain in service until 2025, more than 50 years after the first flights.
From the Pits
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3D Printing
You have probably all heard of 3D printing, it’s the
latest technology in modern manufacturing after
CNC and laser cutting. 3D printing is making great
strides in industry, is firmly established in the
hobbyist community and is now entering the general
consumer market.

won’t fall apart in your compost!). For most objects
it’s fine, but for load-bearing applications it may be
rather brittle and softens at around 60 degrees C (see
the picture of the nosecone which I accidentally left

Industrial machines are mainly laser-driven - a laser
is used to solidify shapes within a bath of resin or
powder. These produce highly accurate shapes in
plastic or even metal, but are hugely expensive,
starting at many thousands of pounds. On the other
hand, consumer-level machines use what is known as
‘Fused Filament Deposition’ (FDM) which involves
heating a filament of plastic and squeezing it through
a fine nozzle to build up the shape in layers.
in full sunshine!) . Above that there is ABS, a
widely used general-purpose plastic (Lego bricks,
Although both types of printing were being
servo cases, the Ready 2 Trainer etc.). However
developed in the 1980s, hobby interest can probably ABS is slightly more difficult to print with; it tends
be said to have started in 2005 with the RepRap
to warp, and it produces harmless but unpleasant
project from Bath University (RepRap stands for
fumes when printing.
replicating rapid prototyper, i.e a printer that can
print its plastic parts and thus (almost) self-replicate). In the last few years however the choice of materials
Since then it has seen almost exponential growth
has increased to bewildering levels; not only other
with many companies jumping in to produce
consumer machines.
What’s in a name?
I’ve been keeping an eye on developments for
a few years now, but the last year has seen
some major improvements in reliability and
capability, plus significant price drops. So
finally I though the time had come to have a
go. The machine I’ve bought is an Original
Prusa I3 Mk2 shown here. It came in kit
form but was very easy to put together, the
instructions are among the best I’ve seen, with
online hi-res images from several viewpoints
illustrating every step.

Prusa I3

Materials

Having said that, some of the clones such as the Anet A8
and the Wanhao have fairly good reputations for their
price, which is significantly lower, down below £200 in
some cases. Just be prepared to do a bit more tinkering
and adjusting.

If you’re thinking of getting a Prusa, take care: Josef
Prusa was very active in the printer development scene,
and a variation of the RepRap design bears his name
‘Prusa I3’ However, that design is ‘open source’,
meaning that anyone can and does copy it, so most
machines of that name are in fact cheap Chinese clones.
Today Josef Prusa has his own factory in the Czech
Republic producing his latest designs under the name
‘Original Prusa I3 Mk2 / Mk3’. These machines have
several innovations which the clones don’t yet have.

Up to a
few years
ago the
choice of
printing
materials for
consumer
machines was
simple: PLA or
ABS. The simplest one, and the easiest to print with,
is PLA. This is a plant-derived plastic made from
corn starch, and is bio-degradable (eventually, it
From the Pits

plastic like PET, ASA, HIPS, Polycarbonate and
Nylon, but also variations of PLA bringing it up
towards the other plastics in strength. The choice
today is confusing to say the least!
I’ve generally stuck with PLA, with some use of
EDGE from a company called e3donline, which is a
variant of PETG.
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So what can you make with a 3D printer?
Well, anything up to a full model plane. A
company called 3D LabPrint
(www.3dlabprint.com) offer a number of
designs which you can print yourself.
Paul Lathall and Jason Hyland have
printed the Spitfire, although it did come
apart in the air. Twice!.
I also started printing the Spitfire as it came
free with the Prusa, but rather lost interest
after the crashes. You can see the impressive
internal detail that is created in one go.
Apart from a full plane however, there are a
multitude of parts that lend themselves to 3D
printing.
As mentioned in the Tornado Park Jet article,
I’ve printed nose cones, scale exhaust nozzles, and custom
control arms. As noted below, Craig Clarkson has designed a
number of park jets, and the recent ones all have a number of 3Dprinted parts - air inlets, exhausts, canopies and fairings etc.
Beyond model aircraft there is a whole raft of ‘useful things for
the workshop’, and the printer has rarely been idle for long.
If you have or are getting a 3D printer, there are a vast number of
items to print on www.thingiverse.com, or you can create your
own in CAD. I’ve described the Fusion360 CAD program in a
previous newsletter, which I think is the best one around, but
there are others.
It’s certainly a technology that’s here to stay.

Craig’s Bacon Baps!

Park Jets

Anyone turning up
early enough on
Sunday can be lucky
enough to be
supplied with a
bacon bap, perhaps
even with a fried
egg, courtesy of
Craig Reynolds
who has taken on the
role of chief chef.

From the Pits

3D printing and CNC together: 3D
printed nozzles and LED holders, and
CNC-cut circuit boards.

When Depron park jets first appeared around
12 years ago the most prolific designer was a
Boeing engineer called Steve Shumate who
produced about a dozen designs including
major jets such as the F-18 Hornet and the F-14
Tomcat on the RC Groups forum.
Although still active on the forums, Steve has
not produced any new designa for several years
now, but the mantle has been taken over by an
Englishman Craig Clarkson who posts as
Clickety on RC Groups and also has his own
Facebook group ‘Clickety's Jetworks’. Craig
has been very prolific recently, with a total of
over 20 designs including, this year alone,
Mirage, Starfighter, Lightning and Mig29, and
is currently designing a Buccaneer.
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Twiggy’s Corner
Many of you have met Twiggy
who’s been accompanying me to the
field lately. Twiggy has been rather
lonely since her big friend Mabel
died, and appreciates the company.
Food: Twiggy is a gourmet and
likes good food. ‘Normal’ dried
dog food elicits a withering look “if
it’s so good why don’t you eat it”. Biscuit is OK if there’s nothing else
going, but is likely to be contemptuously dismissed if there's any chance of
a bit of sausage. Or best of all, kipper, her favourite.
Fashion: Twiggy is a fashion leader, and this winter will
be sporting her new pink ensemble, just the thing for the
well-dressed Jack Russel-about-town.
Twiggy’s verdict on WMFC:
Lots of nice friendly people. With biscuits.
Lots of nice short grass to run about on, just right for
a small dog with short legs.
No kippers

Twiggy couldn’t believe the pub wasn’t open…
(Wot, no crisps?)

Seen at the Field
Jamie Cuff has been flying a number of large scale
models recently. Seen here are a Waco, Fiesler Storch
and Tiger Moth.

Pete Richards is into jets (and red ones!): On the left his JSM Mini Xcalibur turbine model, and beside it
his FMS Yak 130 with 70mm EDF. Both fly (and are flown) superbly.

From the Pits
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Arduino GPS Tracker
While by no means an electronics expert, I do occasionally
like to dabble. A while back I decided on a little project to
create a GPS logger. This uses a GPS module, a small
OLED display and an Arduino micro-controller to collect
GPS position and speed, and write it to a micro-SD card.
The components are shown here, and the assembled module
in 3D-printed case below.
My first test was to put it in the Cargo Twin, which achieved
a maximum speed of 52mph at full speed in a dive. Test 2
was in Mike Pope’s Ki-61 fun-fighter which was rather
faster, clocking no less than 149mph.

Shown here are tracks from the flight, mapped on
Google Earth from top & side views. The position
and speed seem pretty reliable and believable,
although altitude was rather less so, indicating at one
point an altitude of -9 meters! I don’t think even
Mike has managed to plant a plane that far under…
It’s probable that this could be done more easily by
modern radio gear with telemetry, but it’s always (to
me) more satisfying to do it yourself.

Seen (and heard) at the
field
Andy Charles’ Zero is electric but fitted with a sound system
giving not only realistic engine sounds but also gun firing
noise!
Andy’s system uses transducers which essentially cause the
whole fuselage to vibrate and produce the sound, rather than
separate speakers, which greatly reduces the weight.
From the Pits
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From the Workshop

And this is the result. The green bits are 3D printed,
the carriages contain 22mm bearings and run on

Depron needle cutter CNC
Earlier this year I happened upon a fascinating thread
on the FliteTest forums where an American
aeromodeller had developed a way of cutting Depron
based on a reciprocating needle - a piece of piano
wire moved up and down like the needle of a sewing
machine, punching a series of joined up tiny holes as
it moves along. The concept is so simple that I had to
have a go.
Initially I made a prototype out of parts I already had
and a 3D printed frame, all lashed to my existing
CNC machine to prove the concept. It worked
perfectly, but my existing CNC machine has a
working area of 500 x 300mm, fine for plywood and
blue-foam parts but nowhere near large enough for
Depron models where entire wings or fuselage sides
need to be cut out.

3.2mm thick aluminium angle and box sections. The
whole thing can be taken apart by removing 4 bolts
and 4 screws and then stored beneath the bench.
The ‘control panel’ shown is a Raspberry Pi microcomputer with a 7” touch screen. This sends the

So I set out to design and build a larger machine,
capable of taking a whole Depron sheet of 1250 x
800mm. The criteria were:
1. Lightweight and compact
2. Easily and quickly disassembled, since the only
space I have that big is also used for building the
models!

movement commands to a machine controller, two
Arduinos, which then operate the stepper motors,
servo and the ESC for the motor.
The design allows for the needle cutter to be quickly
swapped for a pen mount, meaning that it will be
possible to label the parts as well as cut them,
making assembly much simpler! OK this is not
really important, but it’s nice to have and really a
case of ‘if it can be done, why not do it?’
Remaining work consists of making a case for the
electronics, tidying the wiring, and writing the
software to control the pen servo.
The quality of the cut is extremely good and very
accurate.
So all I need to do now is decide which Depron
model to make with it. Watch this space…

From the Pits
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Tornado Depron Pusher Jet

Craig has incorporated a clever wire link to the drop
tanks so they remain straight when the wings swing.

After finishing the Lightning last year I looked
The 3D printer was used quite a bit in this build, the
around for another Depron pusher jet to make. The
one which caught my eye was the Tornado plan from list being: Nose cone, exhaust nozzles, control horns
and motor mount.
Craig Clarkson, as I’ve
always rather liked the plane
Covering was lightweight glass
and rather fancied the
cloth for the fuselage and
challenge of the swing-wing.
lightweight tissue for the
flying surfaces, all put on with
Tha plan is available from
Poly-C. The grey base coat
Craig’s page on RC Groups.
was just Halfords grey primer,
Parts were cut from 6mm
and the green was Flair enamel
Depron and 3mm LitePly, the
brushed on. Markings were
latter being cut on the CNC
cut from vinyl.
machine. I modelled the
canopy and drop tanks in CAD
So far it’s had just 4 flights,
and cut them from blue foam.
early ones resulted in the 3D
printed motor mount
I was very pleased with the
overheating and bending on
effect of the LED afterburners
landing, and the tailerons
on the Lightning, so I was keen
catching on the grass and
to do the same here. On the
bending the pushrods. The
Lightning they were an afterformer was fixed by a rethought so were pushed up the
design to let more cooling air
jetpipe with much fiddling, but
through, and the latter by
here, now with the help of the
moving the tailerons up from
3D printer, I was able to make
just below scale position to just
3D printed scale nozzles and
transparent holders for the LEDs. The CNC machine above, while still looking scale-like.
was then used
to make a
circuit board to
which the LED
leads were
soldered,
resulting in a
neat module
which then just
slotted in place.
Unlike the Lightning, which was made with a central
crutch and then sheeted, this design is essentially a
box construction sanded to shape, which better suits
the Tornado’s
rather boxy
fuselage shape.
Control is by
all-moving
tailerons, and
the swing-wing
mechanism,
shown here, is
done by wire
links from a fairly powerful servo.
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Events
Forthcoming events over the next few months
Date

Event

Thursday 4th January 2018 8pm

Club Meeting at the Ebdon Arms

Thursday 1st February 2018 8pm

Club Meeting at the Ebdon Arms

Thursday 1st March 2018 8pm

Club Meeting at the Ebdon Arms

Thursday 5th April 2018 8pm

Club meeting at the Ebdon Arms

Website
Don’t forget that all previous issues of the newsletter since I started doing it (back in October 2001!) are
available on the club website www.wmfclub.co.uk. I also try to keep the Gallery section reasonably current
with photos taken when I’m at the field, there is now a forum to exchange ideas and experience, and finally
don’t forget the For Sale section where you can add your own For Sale and Wanted adverts.

Facebook Page
The club’s Facebook chat page is at www.facebook.com/groups/wmfclub/. Look there for chat about the
club, things that have happened and things that are going to happen!

Club Meeting Venue
All club meetings are now at the Ebdon Arms, Lilac Way,
Wick St Lawrence BS22 9WE. If you’re coming from
Weston it’s along Ebdon Road on the way to the field, on
your right shortly after the Crematorium.

How to contact the Editor
Ian Armstrong
Address: The Cottage, Roman Rd, Sandford, N.Somerset, BS25 5RE
Tel: 01934 823 609 (Mobile: 07818 861 580)
Email: ian@ia42.com

Publication Dates
The Newsletter is issued (with luck!) 4 times a year, at the end of January, April, July and October. Any
contributions should be sent to the editor by the middle of that month.
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